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In March 1995 Mr M Phillips of Barrow-in-Fumess brought a small pendant, which he had found
at Gleaston near Ulverston while using a metal detector, to Lancaster City Museum for
identification. There it was identified as a small medieval reliquary of the fifteenth century.

The pendant is a hollow disc measuring 20.5mm in diameter and 5mm thick. It is decorated wittr
the Agnus Dei (Lamb of God) on one side and 'ihs' (for ihesus) on the other. A loop has been

soldered to the top for suspension. There is a small crack in the 'ihs' side of the disc and traces of
fibres were visible inside the pendant. As this type of pendant often contains some kind of
relic-hair, wax, bone and so on. Circular pendants decorated with the Agnus dei were often made to
contain wax from the Paschal candle, consecrated at Rome. We were, therefore, very keen to have

the contents of the pendant examined by experts.

It was sent to Mr John Cherry of the British Museum for his comments. He then passed it on to the
Department on Scientific Research to analyse the metal and to establish the nature of the pendant's

contents. The findings of the British Museum are as follows:

'...the pendant is made of silver and contains 98% of the metal. The pendant was gilded and traces
of the gilding survive. There are small quantities of copper and lead. Itweighs 6.19grams, which
would indicate a bullion value of t0.70...As far as possible the interior was examined through the
crack in the back of the pendant. There wos no evidence of wm. Earth has clearly entered the
pendant through the crack. Some Jibres were detected which match those of modern cotton wool
and may have entered during cleaning post excavation. It is possible however that there are other

fibres trapped deeper inside the pendant. It is not possible to open the pendant for a full
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